We have simulated the fast streamer stage of liquid dielectric breakdown as stochastic growth of a branching fractal tree. Breakdown and threshold properties of the fluid are represented in the random filter procedure. A range of fractal densities, from sparse to bushy, is approximated by the choice of power-law (cube to linear). The choice of threshold (cutoff) voltage also significantly affects the growth form. These parameters combine with the shape and concentration of the electric field, t o regulate the distribution and directedness of the local discharge growth pattern. A large grid (128 cubed) is used for the discretization. Diagonal growth paths to neighbor-vertices are included, increasing the choice of available directions'for each discharge event. We use a combination of data-parallel programming and three-dimensional visualization. Complete growth histories, evolving from the voltage distribution, can be displayed in animation or in color banding against the "trials" variable, which simulates a time tick. Side views of the structures provide comparison against sub-microsecond snapshots from experiment. Results include sparse, directed trees evolving from a cube-law filter; also dense trees from a linear filter, whose conical upper-envelope boundary is strongly influenced by the choice of threshold (cutoff) potential.
Introduction
Filamentary streamers evolve rapidly in a surrounding voltage field, which influences their shape and density. We explore a simplified "stochastic Laplacian fractal" simulation for this phenomenon [l] . We do not include microscopic details of the physical processes. Our purpose is to capture the global features of the growth.
Elements of the algorithm are:
1. Assume the streamer tree is fully conductive, and attached to the starting electrode.
2. Solve Laplace's equation throughout the full interior region of a 128 x 128 x 128 cube.
3.
Examine neighbor sites one grid-step away from the tree. Where voltage at these sites exceeds a threshold level, then compare against random numbers by a method which yields a weighted distribution of survivors. Attach these survivors t o the tree.
4.
Cycle steps 2 and 3 until the counter-electrode is reached.
By varying the weighting power-law exponent from
3 to 1 we demonstrate that the increasing visual bushiness (sparse to dense) results from the spread of forward directional concentration, about the axes of the individual growth tips.
High geometric resolution, detailed threedimensional calculation of the voltage field, and a plausible method for estimating time progression are essential. As Biller has noted [2], length, voltage, and time must be explicitly scaled in the discretized model t o approximate a history of the physical growth, which is more than a geometrical abstraction.
Our simulation has several features in common with the recent work of Karpov and Kupershtokh
[3], including simultaneous (concurrent) distributed growth,' and growth along diagonal links to neighbors. They calculate a "stochastic time", whose intent is similar to our "Monte Carlo" time tick. In our case the time tick is directly counted unless the waiting time is very long, in which case it is estimated by a method [4] adapted from molecular mechanics.
Some differences include:
0 They assume an ohmic potential drop from tips e They assume a spherical outer boundary condition about a starting point, with the tree growing as a ball. They find the local fractal dimension declining as the tips reach larger radii. Our to base along the streamer tree.
I simulation, confined between electrode plates, shows some increase in local fractal density, as the tips progress.
0 They assume a statistical spread of lower threshold (cutoff) values; whereas we take a sharp threshold [5] .
The model is non-specific with regard to the microscopic mechanism of streamer growth. It does not treat the microscopic electric field strength at the tip surface. Neighbor-voltage values are taken at a common radius (one grid step length) from the tip; they are considered t o be proportional to the vector electric field strength. (For statistical uniformity, each diagonal-step voltage is down-weighted by a 1/r factor.)
Clocking of Monte Carlo time is considered in this model; thus the distribution, directions, and rate of growth are followed together, as they are controlled by the evolving voltage field. In the examples we give, the LLMonte Carlo" time tick is extremely short -nanoseconds or less -taking its scale from the overall duration of the discharge growth.
Display is carried out in three dimensions. On a work station, color banding can be used to mark the time history of growth; dynamic rotation of the image is extremely useful in distinguishing details of the growth form. Animation of frames against the time-tick variable is also readily achieved.
Cube-law
Figure 1 is a representative case of streamer simulation, modeled with a probability filter which produces a cube-law survivor population. Note that the branches are sparse and forward-directed. The baretree appearance results from differential preference for tip extension versus lateral branching. Cube-law also tends to maximize the apparent growth speed in the short-gap stages of the path, so that the advance across the second half of the interval occurs in about one-eighth of the total elapsed time.
Experimental streamers, of similar sparse appearance, can be identified in recent results by Miyano et al. [6] , which describe positive streamer propagation in perfluoro liquids. Experimental cases having a similar structure are found in results by Lesaint and Massala [7] on positive streamer propagation in large oil gaps. At various levels of overvoltage, they find streamer forms with a range of sparseness and branching patterns, having a range of growth rates. Figures 3 and 4 show the dense, widely-branched structure which a linear-weighted growth filter produces. By contrast with the cube-and square-law cases, these trees tend to divide immediately into several (3 or 4) large major branches, which spread A conical envelope, for dense positive streamers in n-hexane, has been noted experimentally by Stricklett em et al. [8] . Badent, Kist, and Schwab [9] have observed a constriction of the conical propagation sector, associated with increasing pressure, in experimental positive streamers in insulating oil.
Square-law

Linear weighting
Earlier high-resolution images by Chadband [lo] had demonstrated the fine filamentary detail of dense positive streamers.
Summary
Thus, as its parameters are changed, the model sim- 
Programming methods
Keeping: track of the voltage field surrounding the streamer tree, which is a growing highly irregular object, poses the major difficulty. We re-evaluate Certain commercial equipment and software may be identified in order to adequately specify or describe the subject matter of this work. In no case does such identification imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the equipment or software is necessarily the best available for the purpose.
